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Why Germans are obsessed with art of airing out rooms: luften 

Katie Cantwell, owner of the caf e Cookies and Cream in Prenzlauer Berg, is also supportive of the 

government advice. 

While ventilating her cafe has been easy over the summer months due to the warm weather, she 

admits that the upcoming colder season will be a "big test" for her business. 

"Usually in the winter, [our windows and doors] are closed because it's supposed to be cosy and 

warm;' she said. Their ventilation during the colder months normally comes from the constant flow 

of people through their front and back doors. 

This winter, however, she is "more willing to stand _in the cold if it means that the windows and 

doors can stay open". 

'The make or break will be whether people feel comfortable in the space or not. I think having 

ventilated space [this winter] is going to be more important than having a warm, cosy space 

indoors," she said . 

Kein Durchzug! 

There's a fine line between airing out a room and creating a draught, as anyone who's experienced 

the wrath of a German who fear the Durchzug. 

Lots of Germans, especially those from older generations, believe that a draught of air or Durchzug 

will give you a virus like the cold or flu, or a stiff neck. 

It results in windows being slammed shut on trains (even when it feels like 1 00C inside) and an 

unwillingness to install air conditioning or have cooling fans or windows open for a long period of 

time. 

It also might be one of the reasons why German people really love wearing scarfs - even when it's 

not that cold - to stop cold air from invading their neck. 
' 

And Germany is not the only country where people are worried about this. There's a similar air 

draught phenomenon in Spain, for example. 

'Durchzug is not harmful': Red Cross tells Germans to leave their fans on and 
windows open 


